Introduction

Blood transfusions are life-saving interventions and form an essential component of the health care of millions of patients. The first human blood transfusions were performed in the 19th century (1), and were accompanied by numerous fatalities. Although the discovery of the ABO blood groups by Landsteiner contributed to a considerable degree to the safety of transfusions (2), the administration of blood continued to be associated with harmful consequences. The transmission of infectious diseases through contaminated blood products became a...
recognized adverse complication of transfusion (3). In the early 1990s the first specialized and structured national surveillance systems for blood transfusions were developed in Europe and Asia, as a reaction to the HIV contaminated blood scandals (4). Many countries followed and nowadays, haemovigilance is an important aspect of transfusion medicine worldwide (5). The objective of this review is to present an overview of the current status and possible future developments of haemovigilance.

The scope of haemovigilance

Haemovigilance is defined by the International Haemovigilance Network (IHN) as “A set of surveillance procedures covering the whole transfusion chain, from the collection of blood and its components to the follow-up of recipients, intended to collect and assess information on unexpected or undesirable effects resulting from the therapeutic use of labile blood products, and to prevent their occurrence or recurrence” (6). Although the methodology of haemovigilance finds its roots in the way surveillance of pharmaceuticals was designed in the 1960s, the scope has developed beyond that of pharmacovigilance. The World Health Organisation (WHO) has described the goal of haemovigilance as “The continuous quality improvement of the transfusion chain through corrective and preventive actions to improve donor and patient safety, improve transfusion appropriateness and reduce wastage” (7). The surveillance of haemovigilance encompasses all adverse events, including adverse reactions and incidents that occur in the donation, processing and transfusion of blood. The taxonomy of adverse events differs between international bodies and has been source of debate, with considerable variation in definitions used (8).

Adverse reactions are defined by the International Society of Blood Transfusion (ISBT) as undesirable responses or effects in patients temporally associated with the administration of blood or blood components, and range in severity from minor reactions to reactions with a fatal outcome (9). Haemovigilance systems initially focused on the risk of transfusion-transmitted infectious diseases (10). However, the transmission of HIV, HBV and HCV infections was already significantly reduced at the time the first haemovigilance systems were initiated (11), and the focus expanded to other infectious and non-infectious adverse reactions.

Adverse reactions may result from an incident in the transfusion chain. In the broadest sense, incidents comprise errors, deviations from standard operating procedures (SOPs) and failures, that lead to harm to the donor and recipient, including adverse reactions and the adverse effects of delay, or the risk of harm. Data from the Serious Hazards of Transfusion haemovigilance (SHOT) scheme in the United Kingdom showed that the majority of the serious reports result from errors (12), of which the most severe are ABO incompatible blood transfusions resulting in major morbidity or death. Aggregate data from the European Union member states also show that more than three quarters of all serious adverse events associated with risk of harm for donors or patients were reported in the categories human error and system failures (13). In order to enhance transfusion safety, it is essential to broaden the scope of haemovigilance beyond that of the safety of blood or blood components.

In addition to the analyses of incidents that led to harm, haemovigilance has grown to encompass the investigation of incidents where there was a risk of harm but this did not occur. Such near misses point to weak or vulnerable steps in the transfusion chain. The recording of these cases contributes to a more complete picture of the extent of the risk of adverse events (14). Analysis of near misses can identify underlying causes in working methods that should be changed to prevent future wrongful transfusion events, adding leverage to proactive improvements of transfusion safety and the prevention of transfusion reactions.

Finally, the concept of monitoring of efficacy and efficiency of the transfusion chain can be considered as part of haemovigilance in its broadest sense. By monitoring optimal blood use, not only the therapeutic outcome of transfusions is under surveillance, but also under- and overtreatment (15), and the wastage of “scarce” human resources by outdated, over-ordering or ill-timing between the ordering and the actual start of transfusion. The surveillance of efficacy and efficiency of transfusions is currently not incorporated in most of the national level haemovigilance systems. While strongly dependent on the presence of evidence-based practice and adherence to guidelines, the monitoring of efficacy and efficiency of transfusion constitutes a domain haemovigilance can progress into.

Methods in haemovigilance

Haemovigilance is part of the quality systems of the blood establishments, responsible for the collection, testing, processing, storage and distribution of blood, the blood
transfusion laboratories, and the healthcare institutions involved with the actual blood transfusion. Haemovigilance data provide quantitative measures of performance for these quality systems and yield relevant information to drive quality improvement.

The cycle of haemovigilance consists of the monitoring, identification and investigation of adverse events, the assessment of individual reports and the analysis of aggregate cases, followed by feedback and preventive measures. An effective haemovigilance program requires the collaboration of all involved in the transfusion chain (16).

Haemovigilance starts at the local institutions and facilities: the blood establishments, the transfusion laboratories and the hospitals’ clinical departments. These services are directly responsible for some or all of the steps in the transfusion chain, and the detection and management of adverse events. The recognition and thorough investigation of cases are of major importance for the effectiveness of a haemovigilance system. The surveillance at local institutions can be based on a proactive, systematic search for safety issues, or rely on passive reporting, based on spontaneous recognition of transfusion-associated adverse events by clinical staff. Traceability throughout the transfusion chain needs to be ensured, referring to the ability to trace unique units of blood or blood components from the donor to their final destination and vice versa (17).

Depending on the organization of haemovigilance in a country, the local institutions report to a regional or national body. The establishment of a national haemovigilance scheme enables a coordinated review of adverse event reports and data consolidation above the level of individual hospitals and blood banks. The organizational model of a regional or national surveillance system is influenced by the framework of the blood and healthcare system (7) and differs between countries. Depending on the legal status of a system, reporting can be mandatory, where there is a statutory requirement to submit reports, or voluntary, relying on the willingness of the professionals involved in the transfusion process to participate. An intermediate form, professionally mandated, can be discerned in countries where haemovigilance reporting commenced as an initiative of professional groups. Independent of the legal status, a confidential and just culture, with shared accountability for both individuals and the organization (18), encourages adequate reporting of events. The assessment of the information in the individual reports includes the categorization of the adverse reactions, and also of incidents independent of the occurrence of subsequent harm, preferably according to internationally recognized definitions (8). Subsequent aggregate analyses of cases enable the epidemiological approach to haemovigilance (19). One of the critical components is to translate the outcomes of the individual and aggregate analyses into recommendations on preventive measures (20).

In order to effectively improve transfusion safety, the relevant findings and recommendations from the reported cases should be communicated to the healthcare professionals involved but also more broadly to educate all involved in the transfusion chain. Regular feedback and dissemination of best practices through reports, education and symposia enhances engagement and transparency. The recommendations may drive local preventive measures and quality procedures, or form a basis for the regulatory authorities to establish or improve regulations and guidelines. Ongoing monitoring to evaluate the effect of the implementation of preventive measures closes the cycle.

### International haemovigilance

According to the WHO global database on blood safety and availability, up to 49% of reporting countries had a haemovigilance system in place in 2018 (21). Alongside the establishment of national haemovigilance systems, there is a need for international regulation, information exchange and collaboration.

In the Europe Union a legal framework is laid down in the European Blood Directive, Directive 2002/98/EC of the European parliament and the Council, and additional implementing acts (22). In the European blood legislation standards for quality and safety of blood are set, covering the collection, testing, processing, storage and distribution of blood and blood components. A requirement is formulated for member states to ensure serious adverse reactions and events are notified to the competent authority, and to submit an annual report on the notifications to the European Commission. Annual summaries of this reporting are available on the European Commission website (13). Several EU member states set up their haemovigilance systems in response to the legislation, demonstrating a positive regulatory effect (23). In 2014 the Rapid Alert system for Blood and Blood Components (RAB) was launched, a communication and information dissemination tool for the exchange of urgent information between national competent authorities.

The WHO Blood Transfusion Safety programme aims to improve blood safety worldwide through education,
advocacy and technical support. The WHO has defined strategies for the development of haemovigilance systems in the Guide to establishing a national haemovigilance system (7). This document provides policy and technical guidance to countries which are planning to implement a haemovigilance system and presents templates for the notification of adverse events, and for periodic and annual reporting. The WHO collects data on the functioning and results of national haemovigilance programs, the results of which are published in the Global Database on Blood Safety (24). The WHO, in collaboration with the Italian National Transplant Center, initiated the Notify project. The Notify Library is an open access database of adverse events associated with Medical Products of Human Origin (MPOH) and contains didactic cases, including relevant references, of adverse occurrences summarised and commented on by international experts (25). The collected cases encompass blood and blood components, as well as organs, tissues and cells. The library supports the sharing of knowledge on vigilance for educational purposes and for creating transparency on the use of MPOH (26).

Other international haemovigilance collaborations have been established to advance haemovigilance worldwide, promote standardization and to encourage national participation. The ISBT is a scientific society with individual members sharing knowledge to enhance transfusion practice. Their working party on haemovigilance focusses on the advancement and support of haemovigilance systems, aiming to improve both donor and recipient safety. The IHN evolved from the European Haemovigilance Network, which was founded in 1998 (27). The network is an organization of national-level haemovigilance systems which started with the objective to develop a common structure with regards to the safety of blood products and haemovigilance in participating European member states (28), and has grown to be a scientific forum and an international haemovigilance source worldwide. The ISBT haemovigilance working party and IHN have collaborated in developing standardized definitions for haemovigilance.

The role of haemovigilance in transfusion practice and safety

Haemovigilance has a fundamental role in the quality systems of the transfusion chain and is a relevant factor in data-driven changes in transfusion practice (29). Learning from adverse events forms the basis. Haemovigilance contributes to the identification of risk factors for adverse reactions enabling subsequent measures preventing morbidity and mortality. Several examples can be given in this respect.

Haemovigilance data revealed bacterial contamination of platelets as a reducible risk of transfusion (30). The observation that microbial contamination was commonly caused by skin flora led to the implementation of risk reducing strategies, including improved donor skin disinfection, initial sample diversion techniques, bacterial cultures of platelet concentrates, rapid test bacterial detection devices and the introduction of pathogen reduction technologies (31-33). Equally, haemovigilance can aid in the identification of patient groups at disproportionate risk of adverse reactions. A higher incidence of transfusion reactions was found in paediatric patients compared to adults, with allergic transfusion reactions and febrile nonhemolytic transfusion reactions the most common (34,35).

In addition, haemovigilance stresses the importance of preventing errors and near misses in the transfusion chain. SHOT identified ten steps from the decision to administer blood and patient consent, to the actual transfusion of the unit and monitoring for reactions (36). This demonstrates the complexity of the transfusion process and shows potential sources of complications. The performance of root-cause analysis to define the ultimate cause of adverse events is of great value. The investigation of errors shows vulnerabilities in the system and may reveal areas for prevention.

Although complications of blood transfusion are rare, because of the large number of transfusions these complications do have a significant impact not only on the health of a specific recipient but also on health care in general. The large-scale collection and analysis of haemovigilance data creates a comprehensive database, facilitating the recognition and understanding of infrequent transfusion-related events. Transfusion-related acute lung injury (TRALI) is a complication of blood transfusion associated with a high morbidity and mortality (37,38). Together with clinical and fundamental research, the structured data collection of haemovigilance contributed to the insight in the epidemiology and risk factors of TRALI (39). The implementation of plasma prepared from donations by male blood donors, limiting the exposure to leucocyte antibodies from previously pregnant female donors, significantly reduced the risk of TRALI (40-42). Dilution of HLA antibodies by plasma pooling, as is done in the production of solvent/detergent-treated plasma, is another way to minimize the risk of TRALI (43).
The transfusion-associated transmission of known blood-transmissible viral infections is significantly reduced through advances in donor screening and progress in blood testing (44-46). However, new pathogens may threaten transfusion safety. Worldwide, several systems are in place to systematically monitor the rise of infectious diseases and respond to outbreaks, such as the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC, www.ecdc.europa.eu/en) and the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, www.cdc.gov). Although haemovigilance has a minor role in the identification of emerging blood borne infectious diseases, continuous haemovigilance surveillance provides the opportunity to monitor patterns of transfusion-associated infectious disease transmission and investigate the effect of new pathogens on the transfusion chain, with SARS-CoV-2 the most recent example (47-49).

Adequate surveillance is essential to detect complications after the introduction of innovations and changes in transfusion medicine. Haemovigilance systems can be linked to post-introduction studies to investigate broad patient populations over a longer period of time (50). This is especially of value in discerning and quantifying the burden of rare adverse events, not obtainable from randomized controlled trials. In 2000 a multistate cluster of leucocyte-reduced red blood cell (RBC) transfusion reactions was identified in the United States, with back pain as the predominant feature. After evaluation of potential risk factors, a significant association was found with the processing of blood components using a specific leucocyte reduction filter (51).

Haemovigilance systems can play a role in the central collection and registration of data on new irregular allo-antibody formation. An adequate registration of irregular antibodies is of great importance to prevent alloimmune haemolysis long after primary immunisation since titres of previously detected antibodies can drop below detection levels due to antibody evanescence (52). In addition, patients regularly receive care at different health care facilities, while medical records and laboratory information systems are often not connected (53). A central antibody register provides the opportunity to perform transfusions with donor blood types that are matched for the earlier alloimmunisation but additionally preventive matching based on other immunogenic RBC antigens that are absent in the patient. Independent of the hospital providing care, this could prevent further alloimmunisation in high responder patients (54). In addition, a database of irregular antibodies enables the monitoring of the effect of implementation of new or revised guidelines for prevention of allo-immunisation for specific patient groups (55).

**Donor haemovigilance**

Historically, haemovigilance systems focused on recipient safety, but more recently emphasis was put on donor safety and the reporting of donor complications (56). Incorporation of donor safety in haemovigilance surveillance is essential to the full quality cycle of the transfusion chain. Although blood donation generally is a safe procedure, several risk factors for complications have been described. A study based on 24 haemovigilance systems covering 155 million donations, showed an overall complication rate of 6.3 per 1000 donations (57). Vasovagal reactions and complications related to the venepuncture are common reactions (58-62).

The systematic monitoring of adverse events in the donation process enables data aggregation and triggers research, ultimately improving donor safety. Blood establishments have long recorded complications of blood donation internally. However, a uniform and transparent vigilance system, preferably operating independently of blood establishments, is needed for purposes of data comparison and independent oversight. Inclusion of donor haemovigilance in regional or national haemovigilance systems has increased over the years. Harmonized definitions for donor complications have been formulated and validated (63,64) and a severity grading tool with objective criteria for blood donor adverse events has been developed (65), strengthening donor vigilance. With time, standards for blood and plasma collectors may increasingly incorporate recommendations about donor management to minimize complications, and monitor and act on rates of donation complications.

**Current challenges**

Despite the importance of haemovigilance in the quality and safety of the blood transfusion process, many countries do not have an effective national haemovigilance program. Specific challenges are encountered, depending on the organization of the blood transfusion system in a country. A national policy on blood transfusion may be absent, as may be the coordination of blood transfusion processes at the national level, complicating the implementation of a haemovigilance program (66). Furthermore, traceability of blood and blood components may be insufficient (67). In addition, setting up and managing a haemovigilance
system requires resources and expertise that may not be available. This results in lack of information about adverse transfusion events and preventable factors in countries without a haemovigilance system (68), while studies show that transfusion reactions are not uncommon in resource-limited settings (69,70). Established haemovigilance systems provide quality data that may aid in the development, implementation, maintenance, evaluation, and refinement of a transfusion system in resource-limited environments, in addition to sharing tools and resource materials to support countries in the development of an effective haemovigilance system.

Haemovigilance programs, including well-established systems, are challenged by underreporting of adverse reactions and incidents. Symptoms of transfusion reactions are often non-specific and delayed symptoms of adverse events in intrinsically sick patients may be difficult to recognize. Underreporting decreases the accuracy of the data and leads to underestimation of the true incidence of transfusion reactions (71). It is well recognized that active reporting, characterized by the evaluation of the response to a transfusion regardless of the outcome, leads to increased reporting rates (72,73). In a large retrospective study in tertiary care hospitals discrepancies were found in the number of cardiopulmonary reactions identified through the active surveillance in the study versus the number of reactions reported to the transfusion medicine service (74). Most haemovigilance systems however, rely on passive reporting. Incorporating elements of active surveillance in passive systems, for example through the application of wearable devices (75), may improve reporting. Algorithms to actively screen electronic medical records for signs of transfusion reactions may be of value to extract relevant data (76), although automated electronic surveillance has not been widely implemented.

Although the IHN and the ISBT working party on haemovigilance worked on the development and validation of definitions of adverse events (8), not all areas in haemovigilance are adequately harmonised. Assessment and classification of errors constitute a major challenge when it comes to comparability of data between systems. In addition, there is no agreement between haemovigilance definition systems, the pharmacovigilance definition system and international organizations such as the EU and the WHO on shared terms, for example in the meaning attached to the term adverse events (8). To accomplish comparability and aggregability of data between haemovigilance systems, harmonised standardized definitions and a common approach to case analysis are essential. This will enable more extensive studies as well as benchmarking and the evaluation of working practices and possible safety measures.

A further challenge of haemovigilance is the often ambiguous relationship of symptoms to the blood transfusion. The strength of the causal relationship of the transfusion of blood to the reaction, graded by the imputability (8), may not be certain. Imaging and biomarkers have the potential to aid in the diagnosis of transfusion reactions and contribute to the imputability assessment. Findings of pulmonary oedema on chest X-ray support the diagnosis of both TACO and TRALI (77). B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) and the N-terminal prohormone of BNP (NT-proBNP) are examples of biomarkers contributing to the identification of pulmonary transfusion reactions and their cause (78,79). However, the potential role of several biomarkers has not been sufficiently investigated for use in clinical practice (80). In addition, biomarkers and diagnostic imaging modalities are not widely available in low resource countries.

**Future developments**

At the time of writing it is some 25 years since the first haemovigilance systems were launched. There have been important advances in transfusion safety. Various types of transfusion reactions and sources of errors have been reduced through changes impacting the blood product, transfusion laboratory and component selection, and clinical transfusion practice. However, the original objectives of detecting rare or new complications as well as providing transparency remain. The current SARS-Cov-2 pandemic and possible effects on donor blood and the patients receiving this blood for example can only be solved by haemovigilance. Do patients with active or clinically resolved COVID-19 infection show a different vulnerability to TACO or to TRALI from patients without COVID-19 infection in their medical history? Might blood from donors recently recovered from COVID-19 or recently vaccinated against it contain higher cytokine levels and be more prone to raise minor or even serious transfusion reactions? Haemovigilance-related studies in specific patient groups can yield additional learning on risks, mitigation and help to optimise transfusion practice in these groups.

For the success of international collaboration, efforts to further harmonise the definitions and “mappability” of data between systems should continue, improving comparability
of data and creating opportunities for benchmarking and joint studies. Could a haemovigilance equivalent of the “Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events” for medical treatment or procedures of the US National Cancer Institute be developed to support harmonisation of severity assessment of transfusion reactions (81), as has been done for complications of blood donation (65)? Continuous quality improvement and harmonization of classification of transfusion reactions could be set up under the auspices of the International Haemovigilance Network or the WHO. Future collaborative work between haemovigilance systems is needed to develop new metrics, for instance for the monitoring of iron overload or for studies on possible long-term immune consequences of blood transfusions.

An even greater challenge for harmonisation efforts is that of collecting and comparing data on errors. The WHO presented a conceptual framework for the international classification for patient safety (82), with an initiative to improve metrics. These were recently incorporated in the WHO guidance document on patient safety incident reporting and learning systems (83), but have not been adopted within haemovigilance. We call for collaboration between national haemovigilance systems and international bodies to develop and disseminate harmonised tools to support analysis and reporting of errors and their underlying causes. This will allow benchmarking, targeted improvement measures as well as incorporation of lessons on human factors in ongoing quality improvement.

In the future, the use of electronic data sources will likely increase, including bedside transfusion-associated vital parameters of patients undergoing transfusion, more accessible nowadays through the use of bedside scanning as a means of preventing wrong transfusions. New ICT solutions facilitate the logistics for clinicians to improve monitoring and reporting transfusion reactions with more comprehensive data. These parameters can be linked to haemovigilance reports and medication and imaging data. In secured settings allowing anonymised data-based studies, data mining and artificial intelligence can yield information about signals of an impending transfusion reaction. Continuously recorded peri-transfusion vital parameters using wearables can be employed as study tools and validated, contributing to the development of patient-reported outcome measures to study the benefits of transfusion on patients’ quality of life.

An area for exploration is the use of “big data” linked to haemovigilance results. This may partly compensate for the limitations of passive surveillance. The term “big data” refers to electronic data which are routinely collected. Algorithms can be designed to actively ascertain possible transfusion reactions from hospital electronic patient dossiers or health insurance claims (84). The Scandinavian Donations and Transfusions (SCANDAT) database, containing electronically available data on blood donors, donations and transfusions in Denmark and Sweden, has already yielded useful analyses of follow-up data on both blood donors and transfused patients through automated linking of the transfused patients’ demographic and follow-up data to haemovigilance results, electronic blood component data (age of components, extensive blood grouping data) and data made available with the consent of blood donors (85,86).

Beyond the recognised blood components which are administered intravenously, blood is processed into novel products or applied in new ways. Where pharmaceutical products undergo a process of market authorisation before they can be used to treat patients outside a trial setting, for novel blood products adoption for patient treatment comes under the responsibility of the blood organisations in collaboration with the advisory committees of clinical professional groups (87). Regulation of blood novelities is guided by Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) and Good Clinical Practice (GCP). Existing haemovigilance reporting systems can contribute to this process by collecting surveillance data following introduction of new products (e.g., serum eye drops). Some blood products however, due to the nature of the production process and the relevant manipulation, are already considered pharmaceutical products. The best known are the plasma derived medicinal products (PDMP) and pooled pathogen inactivated (PI) plasma. Here haemovigilance and pharmacovigilance converge, since the adverse reactions related to these products should be reported to pharmaceutical bodies whereas donor safety is part of haemovigilance (88). In most settings the routes for reporting adverse reactions are different because of the different surveillance systems whereas fresh blood products and PI plasma are often used together as part of the same transfusion scheme. Close collaboration between haemovigilance and pharmacovigilance reporting bodies on sharing and analysing these reports is therefore essential to fully cover the clinical setting and maximise learning. These mixed involvements will increase as blood-derived treatments advance—not only with pharmacovigilance systems, but also with medical devices (materiovigilance) in relation to specific collection devices, e.g., reinfusion drains, single
unit pathogen reduction technologies or plasticizers in containers (89). Of specific interest within the field of blood, tissue and cell vigilance is blood-derived source material used in the production of cellular therapies as advanced therapy medicinal products (ATMPs). These ATMPs are regulated within a pharmaceutical framework (90). The donor-derived raw material (e.g., donor mononuclear cells as source material, or serum employed as culture medium) however is overseen by the Blood directive and therefore haemovigilance principles apply (22).

Conclusions

Haemovigilance provides essential data for the quality systems in the transfusion chain, necessary for continuous quality improvement. The surveillance of the transfusion chain through haemovigilance contributes to the safety of both donors and recipients. The shape and scope of the haemovigilance systems need to be adapted to meet the requirements of establishments and countries. Ensuring collaboration with all relevant bodies and professional groups is essential in order for the lessons learned to be translated into prevention of harm and improvement of quality, safety and outcomes.
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